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Steps and platforms
Aluscalae can also supply its Clients with extruded aluminium steps and platforms 
according to their needs. The steps, platforms and accessories of the Aluplana 
range are available from our warehouse and can even be fitted onto traditional 
iron structures, thus adding value in terms of appearance as well as their well-known 
heel-proof, non-slip, anti-vertigo and self-draining properties. Staircases made with 
Aluplana steps and surfaces can reach up to 2 metres in width without the need for 
intermediate support. We always guarantee compliance with current regulations, 
both in terms of structure and services; every plan is accompanied by an Engineer’s 

Report. The on-site installation is facilitated by very detailed and explanatory draw-
ings and by the pre-assembling of the main parts in our workshop. Our Aluplana pro-
files and surfaces, stringers, structural elements and protective components are all 
manufactured mechanically by CNC machines. The final anodization of all the parts 
guarantees not only aesthetic appeal but also an infinite life without the necessity 
for maintenance.
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the profile of an Aluplana step
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technical data sheet for Aluplana 
steps and platforms
Aluplana is a modular system of aluminium extrusions for the construction of elevat-
ed walkways, floating floors and mezzanines, which is particularly suitable for use in 
interiors, shops, bars, restaurants, communities etc.
The wrought surface makes our products visually attractive and guarantees a good 
degree of anti-slip performance.
Clients have the choice of a self-draining or smooth surface.
The modular component, which is available in two sizes, allows any surface to be 
covered. The components have a usable length of up to six metres and are supplied 
cut to size and therefore ready to be installed. The surface finish can be natural/silver 
anodized or varnished with RAL colours. Aluplana is a ready-made product and can 
therefore be prepared and sent to the Client within the space of a few days.

characteristics of the aluminium used
General properties: 
EN AW 6063 aluminium alloy products contain the characteristic alloying elements 
Si (Silica) and Mg (Magnesium) and are used in environments where there’s marked 
corrosion and where, therefore, corrosion resistance constitutes a necessary require-
ment.
Physical characteristics:
Density: 2.71 g/cm3
Modulus of elasticity: E 69000 N/mm2
Minimum mechanical properties:
Alloy EN AW 6063, state T6, tensile strength Rm = 215N/mm2 
Load at the elastic limit Rp 0.2 = 170N/mm2    
Elongation A50: 6%
Minimum mechanical properties according to European Standard EN 755.2

Slip resistance class according to DIN 51130 – R10
Milling width: 3.7mm
Milling gap: 16.3mm
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COD. G30050

Jx=73,52 cm4
Jy=2098,956 cm4

Wx=22,52 cm3
Wy=139,93 cm3

COD. G34555

Jx=116,254 cm4
Jy=3279,726 cm4

Wx=33,136 cm3
Wy=190,129 cm3

COD. P40040

Jx=73,52 cm4
Jy=2098,956 cm4

Wx=22,52 cm3
Wy=139,93 cm3

Jx=45,083 cm4
Jy=4292,873 cm4

Wx=15,89 cm3
Wy=211,433 cm3

The above values are based on a person weighing 80kg standing on the centre of the step. The values also 

take into account the joining of two steps e.g. P40040.

COD. P10040 Jx=13,039 cm4
Jy=134,278 cm4
Wx=4,704 cm3
Wy=25,821 cm3

COD. T04340
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COD. V10500
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Aluplana surfaces for bicycle and 
pedestrian footbridges
Aluscalae surfaces in Aluplana extruded aluminium, with the accessories of the range, 
can also be installed on bicycle and pedestrian footbridges. The result is a structure of 
considerable value in terms of aesthetic appeal, which has all the necessary charac-
teristics for work of this kind as it’s heel-safe, non-slip, anti-vertigo and self-draining. The 
modularity, lightness, versatility and minimal invasiveness of the “all aluminium” solu-
tion, combined with the Company’s focus on satisfying the Client’s needs, produce 
quality solutions that stand the test of time.

detail showing how the modules are joined
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THE ALUPLANA SET OF PROFILES:

Code       Description      W mm   H mm kg/l.m. Jx cm4 Wx cm3 
P40040        Plank        400      40           6.86            45.08   15.89
P10040    Plank        100      40           2.38            13.04     4.70 
G30050    Step        300      50           6.24             73.52    22.52 
G34555       Step        345      55           7.73           116.25    33.14 
T04340       Terminal           43      40  1.27   

The finishing of the milled surfaces’ profiles can be made :
A. Draining
B. Not draining 

Depending by the depth of the milling, according to the Customer’s 
choice; hence the article code must be integrated by:
a. D 2  for not tdraining (blind) surface;
b. D 3.7  for draining surface.

silver grey

sand grey

Surface treatment: anodization. Available in silver grey or sand grey colour
Possibility of surface coating in RAL colours.
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Fixing elements
PI4040 - CU4090
Clamps and wedges are in alluminium and supplied in kits.

MO1083
Spring in armonic still for a quick installation.

PT401092
Anchor plate for laod distribution.


